Point Wells conference call 7/27/15
Cortez, Gary, Rich, Jeff

Things to check/report
  * 2nd access
  * Project drawings
  * Transpo review

Gretchen: Tech reports waiting on
  Snoco response to project drawings

John: Describes concerns being drafted

Gretchen: maybe have letters will

Discussion for EIS & Cleanup for later

Gretchen: EA comments for CAB
  Mike: Sends options to use EA comments too

Gretchen: about 2nd access
  Gary: It’s being edited

Discussion Traffic Assumptions

Discussion progressing other chapters
  then having traffic catch up

Gretchen: Snoco’s 4000 AADT limit
  EAR will use in draft to update too
  Chapter 2

* Me to write discussion of urban village
  processing for Chapter 2

Gretchen: Perkins will input an 90’ at
  not same as other visual impacts

Discussion to use in text, Gary will
  call him for approval to authorize

Gretchen: Some inconsistency regarding fill
  on site